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Quick Start Guide
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It takes less than 10 minutes to set up Vectra’s Detect for Azure AD and M365.
Once up and running you will be able to see and stop threats to your SaaS apps,
Azure AD backend, and M365 data.
The process is easy:
1. Create a data connector in your Vectra UI.
2. Grant Vectra read-only access to your Azure AD and M365 data logs (Global
Admin permissions required).
For a step-by-step guide, select the type of Vectra UI below.

On-premise or a virtual Brain UI

SaaS UI

START

START

Additional Information related to the following topics are presented at the end of this document.
•

Optional Sensitive Data Anonymization

•

Summary of Data and Access Requirements

•

Opting Out of Detect for Azure AD and M365

•

Modifying Vectra’s OAuth Application Settings

•

Detection Learning Times

•

Simulation of an Azure AD and M365 Attack

•

Worldwide Support Contact Information
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On-premises or Virtual Brain: Quick Start Vectra
On-premises or Virtual Brain: Network Setup
Your Vectra Brain must be able to securely access Vectra’s managed resources over TCP/443 HTTPS connections to
report detection events to your Vectra UI. Please configure your firewall and access rules accordingly.
Destination
global-api-mgmt.azure-api.net or if your FW will not
resolve the FQDN: 40.127.142.86

Note
Required for all Sensors

https://authgateway.uw2.public.app.prod.vectra-svc.ai/

Required for Sensors deployed in US

https://authgateway.ew1.public.app.prod.vectra-svc.ai/

Required for Sensors deployed in EU

https://authgateway.cc1.public.app.prod.vectra-svc.ai/

Required for Sensors deployed in Canada

https://authgateway.as2.public.app.prod.vectra-svc.ai/

Required for Sensors deployed in Australia

On-premises or Virtual Brain: Connection Setup
Create a Sensor in the Vectra UI.
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Navigate to Settings > Cognito SaaS.
Click the “Join Trial” button and accept the trial
agreement.
Navigate to Manage > Sensors.
Click the “Create SaaS Sensor” button.

Provide the region where data should reside.
Provide your endpoint type.
Provide a name for your connection.
Click “Create and Continue”.

Provide the O365 Setup Link to a tenant Global
Admin to authorize.
Confirm that Generate Detection is toggled on.
Select whether sensitive data should be
anonymized. Select whether sensitive data should
be anonymized for Vectra and your analysts.
Click “Save”.
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On-premises or Virtual Brain: Authorize Read-Only Data Access
Have your Azure AD Global Admin follow the link above and authorize Vectra to collect logs.
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Using the O365 Setup Link, the Global Admin should Verify their
Azure AD permissions and authorize access to the tenant’s logs.
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Review the read-only access required by “Vectra - User Identification”
OAuth app to validate your permissions.
o
o
o

User.Read (Graph API)
Directory.Read.All (Graph API)
Offline Access (Added by default by Microsoft – but not requested)



Click “Accept”.
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Grant Vectra access to the Azure AD logs.
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Review the read-only access required by the Vectra “Vectra Cognito”
OAuth app to validate your permissions.
o
o
o
o
o

5

ActivityFeed.Read (Office Management API)
ActivityFeed.ReadDLP (Office Management API)
Directory.Read.ALL (Graph API for Azure AD logs)
AuditLog.Read.All (Graph API for Azure AD logs)
User.Read (Added by default by Microsoft – this is not actually
requested)



Click “Accept.”



You are “Done”!

On-premises or Virtual Brain: Validate Data Collection
Once access is authorized the Status on Manage> Sensors for
your Sensor should report “Forwarding”. This status may take
five minutes to appear while the initial data is collected.
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SaaS Quick Start Vectra
SaaS: Connection Setup
Create a data connector in the Vectra UI.
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Navigate to Data Sources > Azure AD &
M365 Click “Get Started”.
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Provide your endpoint type.
Provide a name for your connection.
Click “Create and Continue”.
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Provide the Connection Setup Link to a
tenant Global Admin to authorize Vectra
read-only access to your data.
Select whether sensitive data should be
anonymized for Vectra and your analysts.
Click “Save”.
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SaaS: Authorize Read-Only Data Access
Have your Azure AD Global Admin follow the link above and authorize Vectra to collect logs.
1



Using the O365 Setup Link, the Global Admin should Verify their
Azure AD permissions and authorize access to the tenant’s logs.
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Review the read-only access required by “Vectra - User
Identification” OAuth app to validate your permissions.
o
o
o

User.Read (Graph API)
Directory.Read.All (Graph API)
Offline Access (Added by default by Microsoft – but not requested)



Click “Accept”.
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Grant Vectra access to the Azure AD logs.
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Review the read-only access required by the Vectra “Vectra
Cognito” OAuth app to validate your permissions.
o
o
o
o
o

5

ActivityFeed.Read (Office Management API)
ActivityFeed.ReadDLP (Office Management API)
Directory.Read.ALL (Graph API for Azure AD logs)
AuditLog.Read.All (Graph API for Azure AD logs)
User.Read (Added by default by Microsoft – this is not actually
requested)



Click “Accept.”



You are “Done”!

SaaS: Validate Data Collection
Once access is authorized the Status on Data Sources > Azure
AD & M365 should report “Forwarding”. This status may take
five minutes to appear while the initial data is collected.
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Additional Information
Optional Sensitive Data Anonymization
When creating a Vectra data connection, customers have the option for sensitive data fields, including SharePoint
filenames, to be anonymized. The original values are not persisted in Vectra’s cloud infrastructure. Note that this
anonymization can limit analysts’ visibility into their fields when investigating related threats. Anonymized fields are
stored as Vectra-hash, where the hash is of the string value, not an underlying file or email. Anonymization can be
enabled or disabled from the management of the connector. Changes to this anonymization are not retroactive.

Summary of Data and Access Requirements
The Management API is used to collect ‘Audit.AzureActiveDirectory’, ‘Audit.Exchange’, ‘Audit.SharePoint’,
‘Audit.General’, and ‘DLP.All’ logs.
 Auditing via the Management Activity API is required for Vectra to provide coverage
o https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/turn-audit-log-search-on-oroff?view=o365-worldwide
 Additional details about the data collected can be found here:
o https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/office-365-management-api/office-365-management-activityapi-schema
The Microsoft Graph API is used to collect ‘directoryAudits’ and ‘signIns’ logs.


Additional details about the data collected can be found here:
o https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/signin-list?view=graph-rest-1.0&tabs=http
o https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/directoryaudit-list?view=graph-rest-1.0&tabs=http

Opting Out of Detect for Azure AD and M365
If you wish to stop using Detect for Azure AD and M365, any Application Admin / Global Admin can delete the
application from the “Enterprise Applications” page in the AAD (Azure Active Directory) part of the Azure portal.



As an Application Admin / Global Admin login
to portal.azure.com
Navigate to “Azure Active Directory” and click
on “Enterprise applications” from the left
navigation bar.



Click on the Vectra application, then click on
“Properties” and then click on “Delete” to
delete the application.



Once the consent is pulled, the Sensor/Connector will report “CONSENT REVOKED” state and log
collection will stop. The Sensor/Connector in the Vectra UI can be deleted before or after the consent is
pulled.

Modifying Vectra’s OAuth Application Settings
The OAuth application used to collect data has been configured in alignment with Microsoft’s best practices.
Changes to the application’s settings can disrupt Vectra’s access to the necessary logs and prevent detections.
Customers may change the “Visible to users” toggle to off.
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Detection Learning Times
Vectra uses multiple modeling techniques to detect attacker behaviors in your Azure AD and M365 environment.
Some Vectra detections are designed to alert on threats immediately and can find active attacker behaviors in the first
few hours of a deployment. Other detections may require an initial baseline period to become operational. All
detections complete their initial baseline period after at most seven days. Detections that leverage baselines continue
to learn after the initial period and improve their performance over time.

Simulation of an Azure AD and M365 Attack
Customers can leverage the attack simulation guide here to replicate techniques commonly used by attackers against
Azure AD and M365 and see how Vectra can identify the attacker’s actions and prioritize the threat. The guide
provides step-by-step actions and can be completed in less than an hour without impacting normal operations.

Worldwide Support Contact Information




Support portal: https://support.vectra.ai
Email: support@vectra.ai (preferred contact method)
Additional information: https://www.vectra.ai/support
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